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Introduction

The subject of this chapter is the design and analysis of parallel algorithms� Most of today�s

algorithms are sequential� that is� they specify a sequence of steps in which each step consists of a

single operation� These algorithms are well suited to today�s computers� which basically perform

operations in a sequential fashion� Although the speed at which sequential computers operate has

been improving at an exponential rate for many years� the improvement is now coming at greater

and greater cost� As a consequence� researchers have sought more cost�e�ective improvements

by building �parallel� computers � computers that perform multiple operations in a single step�

In order to solve a problem e�ciently on a parallel machine� it is usually necessary to design an

algorithm that speci	es multiple operations on each step� i�e�� a parallel algorithm�

As an example� consider the problem of computing the sum of a sequence A of n numbers�

The standard algorithm computes the sum by making a single pass through the sequence� keeping

a running sum of the numbers seen so far� It is not di�cult however� to devise an algorithm for

computing the sum that performs many operations in parallel� For example� suppose that� in

parallel� each element of A with an even index is paired and summed with the next element of A�

which has an odd index� i�e�� A
�� is paired with A
�� A
�� with A
��� and so on� The result is a

new sequence of dn��e numbers that sum to the same value as the sum that we wish to compute�

This pairing and summing step can be repeated until� after dlog� ne steps� a sequence consisting of
a single value is produced� and this value is equal to the 	nal sum�

The parallelism in an algorithm can yield improved performance on many di�erent kinds of

computers� For example� on a parallel computer� the operations in a parallel algorithm can be per�

formed simultaneously by di�erent processors� Furthermore� even on a single�processor computer

the parallelism in an algorithm can be exploited by using multiple functional units� pipelined func�

tional units� or pipelined memory systems� Thus� it is important to make a distinction between





the parallelism in an algorithm and the ability of any particular computer to perform multiple

operations in parallel� Of course� in order for a parallel algorithm to run e�ciently on any type

of computer� the algorithm must contain at least as much parallelism as the computer� for other�

wise resources would be left idle� Unfortunately� the converse does not always hold� some parallel

computers cannot e�ciently execute all algorithms� even if the algorithms contain a great deal

of parallelism� Experience has shown that it is more di�cult to build a general�purpose parallel

machine than a general�purpose sequential machine�

The remainder of this chapter consists of nine sections� We begin in Section  with a discussion

of how to model parallel computers� Next� in Section � we cover some general techniques that

have proven useful in the design of parallel algorithms� Sections � through � present algorithms for

solving problems from di�erent domains� We conclude in Sections � through � with a discussion

of current research topics� a collection of de	ning terms� and 	nally sources for further information�

Throughout this chapter� we assume that the reader has some familiarity with sequential algo�

rithms and asymptotic analysis�

� Modeling parallel computations

The designer of a sequential algorithm typically formulates the algorithm using an abstract model

of computation called the random�access machine �RAM� 
�� Chapter � model� In this model� the

machine consists of a single processor connected to a memory system� Each basic CPU operation�

including arithmetic operations� logical operations� and memory accesses� requires one time step�

The designer�s goal is to develop an algorithm with modest time and memory requirements� The

random�access machine model allows the algorithm designer to ignore many of the details of the

computer on which the algorithm will ultimately be executed� but captures enough detail that the

designer can predict with reasonable accuracy how the algorithm will perform�

Modeling parallel computations is more complicated than modeling sequential computations

because in practice parallel computers tend to vary more in organization than do sequential com�

puters� As a consequence� a large portion of the research on parallel algorithms has gone into the

question of modeling� and many debates have raged over what the �right� model is� or about how

practical various models are� Although there has been no consensus on the right model� this re�

search has yielded a better understanding of the relationship between the models� Any discussion of

parallel algorithms requires some understanding of the various models and the relationship among

them�

In this chapter we divide parallel models into two classes� multiprocessor models and work�
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depth models� In the remainder of this section we discuss these two classes and how they are

related�

��� Multiprocessor models

A multiprocessor model is a generalization of the sequential RAM model in which there is more

than one processor� Multiprocessor models can be classi	ed into three basic types� local memory

machine models� modular memory machine models� and parallel random�access machine �PRAM�

models� Figure  illustrates the structure of these machine models� A local memory machine model

consists of a set of n processors each with its own local memory� These processors are attached

to a common communication network� A modular memory machine model consists of m memory

modules and n processors all attached to a common network� An n�processor PRAMmodel consists

of a set of n processors all connected to a common shared memory 
��� ��� ��� ����

The three types of multiprocessors di�er in the way that memory can be accessed� In a local

memory machine model� each processor can access its own local memory directly� but can access

the memory in another processor only by sending a memory request through the network� As in

the RAM model� all local operations� including local memory accesses� take unit time� The time

taken to access the memory in another processor� however� will depend on both the capabilities of

the communication network and the pattern of memory accesses made by other processors� since

these other accesses could congest the network� In a modular memory machine model� a processor

accesses the memory in a memory module by sending a memory request through the network�

Typically the processors and memory modules are arranged so that the time for any processor to

access any memory module is roughly uniform� As in a local memory machine model� the exact

amount of time depends on the communication network and the memory access pattern� In a

PRAM model� a processor can access any word of memory in a single step� Furthermore� these

accesses can occur in parallel� i�e�� in a single step� every processor can access the shared memory�

The PRAM models are controversial because no real machine lives up to its ideal of unit�time

access to shared memory� It is worth noting� however� that the ultimate purpose of an abstract

model is not to directly model a real machine� but to help the algorithm designer produce e�cient

algorithms� Thus� if an algorithm designed for a PRAM model �or any other model� can be

translated to an algorithm that runs e�ciently on a real computer� then the model has succeeded�

In Section �� we show how an algorithm designed for one parallel machine model can be translated

so that it executes e�ciently on another model�

The three types of multiprocessor models that we have de	ned are broad and allow for many

variations� The local memory machine models and modular memory machine models may di�er
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according to their network topologies� Furthermore� in all three types of models� there may be

di�erences in the operations that the processors and networks are allowed to perform� In the

remainder of this section we discuss some of the possibilities�

����� Network topology

A network is a collection of switches connected by communication channels� A processor or memory

module has one or more communication ports that are connected to these switches by communica�

tion channels� The pattern of interconnection of the switches is called the network topology� The

topology of a network has a large in�uence on the performance and also on the cost and di�culty

of constructing the network� Figure � illustrates several di�erent topologies�

The simplest network topology is a bus� This network can be used in both local memory

machine models and modular memory machine models� In either case� all processors and memory

modules are typically connected to a single bus� In each step� at most one piece of data can be

written onto the bus� This data might be a request from a processor to read or write a memory

value� or it might be the response from the processor or memory module that holds the value� In

practice� the advantages of using a bus is that it is simple to build� and� because all processors

and memory modules can observe the tra�c on the bus� it is relatively easy to develop protocols

that allow processors to cache memory values locally� The disadvantage of using a bus is that the

processors have to take turns accessing the bus� Hence� as more processors are added to a bus� the

average time to perform a memory access grows proportionately�

A ��dimensional mesh is a network that can be laid out in a rectangular fashion� Each switch

in a mesh has a distinct label �x� y� where � � x � X �  and � � y � Y � � The values X
and Y determine the length of the sides of the mesh� The number of switches in a mesh is thus

X � Y � Every switch� except those on the sides of the mesh� is connected to four neighbors� one to
the north� one to the south� one to the east� and one to the west� Thus� a switch labeled �x� y��

where � � x � X �  and � � y � Y �  is connected to switches �x� y � �� �x� y � �� �x� � y��
and �x� � y�� This network typically appears in a local memory machine model� i�e�� a processor
along with its local memory is connected to each switch� and remote memory accesses are made by

routing messages through the mesh� Figure ��b� shows an example of an �� � mesh�
Several variations on meshes are also popular� including ��dimensional meshes� toruses� and

hypercubes� A torus is a mesh in which the switches on the sides have connections to the switches

on the opposite sides� Thus� every switch �x� y� is connected to four other switches� �x� y� modY ��

�x� y� mod Y �� �x� modX� y�� and �x� modX� y�� A hypercube is a network with �n switches
in which each switch has a distinct n�bit label� Two switches are connected by a communication
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channel in a hypercube if and only if the labels of the switches di�er in precisely one bit position�

A hypercube with � switches is shown in Figure ��c��

A multistage network is used to connect one set of switches called the input switches to an�

other set called the output switches through a sequence of stages of switches� Such networks were

originally designed for telephone networks 
��� The stages of a multistage network are numbered

 through L� where L is the depth of the network� The switches on stage  are the input switches�

and those on stage L are the output switches� In most multistage networks� it is possible to send

a message from any input switch to any output switch along a path that traverses the stages of

the network in order from  to L� Multistage networks are frequently used in modular memory

computers� typically processors are attached to input switches� and memory modules to output

switches� A processor accesses a word of memory by injecting a memory access request message

into the network� This message then travels through the network to the appropriate memory mod�

ule� If the request is to read a word of memory� then the memory module sends the data back

through then network to the requesting processor� There are many di�erent multistage network

topologies� Figure ���a�� for example� shows a ��stage network that connects � processors to �

memory modules� Each switch in this network has two channels at the bottom and four channels

at the top� The ratio of processors to memory modules in this example is chosen to re�ect the fact

that� in practice� a processor is capable of generating memory access requests faster than a memory

module is capable of servicing them�

A fat�tree is a network structured like a tree 
���� Each edge of the tree� however� may represent

many communication channels� and each node may represent many network switches �hence the

name �fat��� Figure ���b� shows a fat�tree with the overall structure of a binary tree� Typically

the capacities of the edges near the root of the tree are much larger than the capacities near the

leaves� For example� in this tree the two edges incident on the root represent � channels each� while

the edges incident on the leaves represent only  channel each� A natural way to construct a local

memory machine model is to connect a processor along with its local memory to each leaf of the

fat�tree� In this scheme� a message from one processor to another 	rst travels up the tree to the

least common�ancestor of the two processors� and then down the tree�

Many algorithms have been designed to run e�ciently on particular network topologies such

as the mesh or the hypercube� For an extensive treatment such algorithms� see 
��� ��� ��� ����

Although this approach can lead to very 	ne�tuned algorithms� it has some disadvantages� First�

algorithms designed for one network may not perform well on other networks� Hence� in order to

solve a problem on a new machine� it may be necessary to design a new algorithm from scratch�

Second� algorithms that take advantage of a particular network tend to be more complicated than
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algorithms designed for more abstract models like the PRAMmodels because they must incorporate

some of the details of the network� Nevertheless� there are some operations that are performed

so frequently by a parallel machine that it makes sense to design a 	ne�tuned network�speci	c

algorithm� For example� the algorithm that routes messages or memory access requests through the

network should exploit the network topology� Other examples include algorithms for broadcasting

a message from one processor to many other processors� for collecting the results computed in many

processors in a single processor� and for synchronizing processors�

An alternative to modeling the topology of a network is to summarize its routing capabilities

in terms of two parameters� its latency and bandwidth� The latency� L� of a network is the time it

takes for a message to traverse the network� In actual networks this will depend on the topology of

the network� which particular ports the message is passing between� and the congestion of messages

in the network� The latency� is often modeled by considering the worst�case time assuming that

the network is not heavily congested� The bandwidth at each port of the network is the rate at

which a processor can inject data into the network� In actual networks this will depend on the

topology of the network� the bandwidths of the network�s individual communication channels� and�

again� the congestion of messages in the network� The bandwidth often can be usefully modeled as

the maximum rate at which processors can inject messages into the network without causing it to

become heavily congested� assuming a uniform distribution of message destinations� In this case�

the bandwidth can be expressed as the minimum gap g between successive injections of messages

into the network�

Three models that characterize a network in terms of its latency and bandwidth are the Postal

model 
��� the Bulk�Synchronous Parallel �BSP� model 
���� and the LogP model 
���� In the Postal

model� a network is described by a single parameter L� its latency� The Bulk�Synchronous Parallel

model adds a second parameter g� the minimum ratio of computation steps to communication steps�

i�e�� the gap� The LogP model includes both of these parameters� and adds a third parameter o�

the overhead� or wasted time� incurred by a processor upon sending or receiving a message�

����� Primitive operations

A machine model must also specify the types of operations that the processors and network are

permitted to perform� We assume that all processors are allowed to perform the same local in�

structions as the single processor in the standard sequential RAM model� In addition� processors

may have special instructions for issuing non�local memory requests� for sending messages to other

processors� and for executing various global operations� such as synchronization� There may also

be restrictions on when processors can simultaneously issue instructions involving non�local opera�
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tions� For example a model might not allow two processors to write to the same memory location

at the same time� These restrictions might make it impossible to execute an algorithm on a par�

ticular model� or make the cost of executing the algorithm prohibitively expensive� It is therefore

important to understand what instructions are supported before one can design or analyze a par�

allel algorithm� In this section we consider three classes of instructions that perform non�local

operations� �� instructions that perform concurrent accesses to the same shared memory location�

��� instructions for synchronization� and ��� instructions that perform global operations on data�

When multiple processors simultaneously make a request to read or write to the same resource�

such as a processor� memory module� or memory location�there are several possible outcomes�

Some machine models simply forbid such operations� declaring that it is an error if more that one

processor tries to access a resource simultaneously� In this case we say that the model allows only

exclusive access to the resource� For example� a PRAM model might only allow exclusive read

or write access to each memory location� A PRAM model of this type is called an exclusive�read

exclusive�write �EREW� PRAM model� Other machine models may allow unlimited access to a

shared resource� In this case we say that the model allows concurrent access to the resource� For

example� a concurrent�read concurrent�write �CRCW� PRAM model allows both concurrent read

and write access to memory locations� and a CREW PRAM model allows concurrent reads but

only exclusive writes� When making a concurrent write to a resource such as a memory location

there are many ways to resolve the con�ict� The possibilities include choosing an arbitrary value

from those written �arbitrary concurrent write�� choosing the value from the processor with lowest

index �priority concurrent write�� and taking the logical or of the values written� A 	nal choice

is to allow for queued access� In this case concurrent access is permitted but the time for a step

is proportional to the maximum number of accesses to any resource� A queue�read queue�write

�QRQW� PRAM model allows for such accesses 
����

In addition to reads and writes to non�local memory or other processors� there are other impor�

tant primitives that a model might supply� One class of such primitives support synchronization�

There are a variety of di�erent types of synchronization operations and the costs of these opera�

tions vary from model to model� In a PRAM model� for example� it is assumed that all processors

operate in lock step� which provides implicit synchronization� In a local�memory machine model

the cost of synchronization may be a function of the particular network topology� A related op�

eration� broadcast� allows one processor to send a common message to all of the other processors�

Some machine models supply more powerful primitives that combine arithmetic operations with

communication� Such operations include the pre	x and multipre	x operations� which are de	ned

in Sections ���� and ����
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��� Work�depth models

Because there are so many di�erent ways to organize parallel computers� and hence to model

them� it is di�cult to select one multiprocessor model that is appropriate for all machines� The

alternative to focusing on the machine is to focus on the algorithm� In this section we present

a class of models called work�depth models� In a work�depth model� the cost of an algorithm is

determined by examining the total number of operations that it performs� and the dependencies

among those operations� An algorithm�s work W is the total number of operations that it performs�

its depth D is the longest chain of dependencies among its operations� We call the ratio P � W�D

the parallelism of the algorithm�

The work�depth models are more abstract than the multiprocessor models� As we shall see

however� algorithms that are e�cient in work�depth models can often be translated to algorithms

that are e�cient in the multiprocessor models� and from there to real parallel computers� The

advantage of using a work�depth model is that there are no machine�dependent details to complicate

the design and analysis of algorithms� Here we consider three classes of work�depth models� circuit

models� vector machine models� and language�based models� We will be using a language�based

model in this chapter� so we will return to these models in Section ��� The most abstract work�

depth model is the circuit model � A circuit consists of nodes and directed arcs� A node represents

a basic operation� such as adding two values� Each input value for an operation arrives at the

corresponding node via an incoming arc� The result of the operation is then carried out of the node

via one or more outgoing arcs� These outgoing arcs may provide inputs to other nodes� The number

of incoming arcs to a node is referred to as the fan�in of the node and the number of outgoing arcs

is referred to as the fan�out� There are two special classes of arcs� A set of input arcs provide input

values to the circuit as a whole� These arcs do not originate at nodes� The output arcs return the

	nal output values produced by the circuit� These arcs do not terminate at nodes� By de	nition�

a circuit is not permitted to contain a directed cycle� In this model� an algorithm is modeled as a

family of directed acyclic circuits� There is a circuit for each possible size of the input�

Figure � shows a circuit for adding � numbers� In this 	gure all arcs are directed towards the

bottom� The input arcs are at the top of the 	gure� Each � node adds the two values that arrive

on its two incoming arcs� and places the result on its outgoing arc� The sum of all of the inputs to

the circuit is returned on the single output arc at the bottom�

The work and depth of a circuit are measured as follows� The work is the total number of nodes�

The work in Figure �� for example� is �� �The work is also called the size of the circuit�� The

depth is the number of nodes on the longest directed path from an input arc and an output arc� In
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Figure �� the depth is �� For a family of circuits� the work and depth are typically parameterized

in terms of the number of inputs� For example� the circuit in Figure � can be easily generalized to

add n input values for any n that is a power of two� The work and depth for this family of circuits

is W �n� � n �  and D�n� � log� n�
Circuit models have been used for many years to study various theoretical aspects of parallelism�

for example to prove that certain problems are di�cult to solve in parallel� See 
��� for an overview�

In a vector model an algorithm is expressed as a sequence of steps� each of which performs an

operation on a vector �i�e�� sequence� of input values� and produces a vector result 
�� ���� The

work of each step is equal to the length of its input �or output� vector� The work of an algorithm

is the sum of the work of its steps� The depth of an algorithm is the number of vector steps�

In a language model� a work�depth cost is associated with each programming language con�

struct 
��� ���� For example� the work for calling two functions in parallel is equal to the sum of

the work of the two calls� The depth� in this case� is equal to the maximum of the depth of the two

calls�

��� Assigning costs to algorithms

In the work�depth models� the cost of an algorithm is determined by its work and by its depth�

The notions of work and depth can also be de	ned for the multiprocessor models� The work W

performed by an algorithm is equal to the number of processors multiplied by the time required for

the algorithm to complete execution� The depth D is equal to the total time required to execute

the algorithm�
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The depth of an algorithm is important because there are some applications for which the time

to perform a computation is crucial� For example� the results of a weather forecasting program are

useful only if the program completes execution before the weather does�

Generally� however� the most important measure of the cost of an algorithm is the work� This

can be argued as follows� The cost of a computer is roughly proportional to the number of processors

in the computer� The cost for purchasing time on a computer is proportional to the cost of the

computer multiplied by the amount of time used� The total cost of performing a computation�

therefore� is roughly proportional to the number of processors in the computer multiplied by the

amount of time� i�e�� the work�

In many instances� the work �cost� required by a computation on a parallel computer may be

slightly greater the the work required by the same computation on a sequential computer� If the

time to completion is su�ciently improved� however� this extra work can often be justi	ed� As we

shall see� however� there is often a tradeo� between time�to�completion and total work performed�

To quantify when parallel algorithms are e�cient in terms of work� we say that a parallel algorithm

is work�e�cient if asymptotically �as the problem size grows� it requires at most a constant factor

more work than the best sequential algorithm known�

��� Emulations among models

Although it may appear that a di�erent algorithm must be designed for each of the many parallel

models� there are often automatic and e�cient techniques for translating algorithms designed for

one model into algorithms designed for another� These translations are work�preserving in the sense

that the work performed by both algorithms is the same� to within a constant factor� For example�

the following theorem� known as Brent�s Theorem 
���� shows that an algorithm designed for the

circuit model can be translated in a work�preserving fashion to a PRAM model algorithm�

Theorem ��� �Brent�s Theorem� Any algorithm that can be expressed as a circuit of size �i�e��

work� W � depth D and with constant fan�in nodes in the circuit model can be executed in O�W�P �

D� steps in the CREW PRAM model�

Proof� The basic idea is to have the PRAM emulate the computation speci	ed by the circuit in

a level�by�level fashion� The level of a node is de	ned as follows� A node is on level  if all of its

inputs are also inputs to the circuit� Inductively� the level of any other node is one greater than

the maximum of the level of the nodes that provide its inputs� Let li denote the number of nodes

on level i� Then� by assigning dli�Pe operations to each of the P processors in the PRAM� the

operations for level i can be performed in O�dli�P e� steps� Concurrent reads might be required
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since many operations on one level might read the same result from a previous level� Summing the

time over all D levels� we have

TPRAM �W�D� P � � O

�
DX
i��

�
li
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��

� O

�
DX
i��

�
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��

� O

�
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�
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�

� O �W�P �D� �

The last step is derived by observing that W �
PD

i�� li� i�e�� that the work is equal to the total

number of nodes on all of the levels of the circuit�

The total work performed by the PRAM� i�e�� the processor�time product� is O�W �PD�� This

emulation is work�preserving to within a constant factor when the parallelism �P � W�D� is at

least as large as the number of processors P � for in this case the work is O�W �� The requirement

that the parallelism exceed the number of processors is typical of work�preserving emulations�

Brent�s theorem shows that an algorithm designed for one of the work�depth models can be

translated in a work�preserving fashion to a multiprocessor model� Another important class of

work�preserving translations are those that translate between di�erent multiprocessor models� The

translation we consider here is the work�preserving translation of algorithms written for the PRAM

model to algorithms for a modular memory machine model that incorporates the feature of network

topology� In particular we consider a butter�y machine model in which P processors are attached

through a butter�y network of depth logP to P memory banks� We assume that� in constant time�

a processor can hash a virtual memory address to a physical memory bank and an address within

that bank using a su�ciently powerful hash function� This scheme was 	rst proposed by Karlin

and Upfal 
��� for the EREW PRAM model� Ranade 
��� later presented a more general approach

that allowed the butter�y to e�ciently emulate CRCW algorithms�

Theorem ��� Any algorithm that takes time T on a P �processor PRAM model can be translated

into an algorithm that takes time O�T �P�P � � log P ���� with high probability� on a P ��processor

butter�y machine model�

Sketch of proof� Each of the P � processors in the butter�y emulates a set of P�P � PRAM processors�

The butter�y emulates the PRAM in a step�by�step fashion� First� each butter�y processor emulates

one step of each of its P�P � PRAM processors� Some of the PRAM processors may wish to perform
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memory accesses� For each memory access� the butter�y processor hashes the memory address to

a physical memory bank and an address within the bank� and then routes a message through the

network to that bank� These messages are pipelined so that a butter�y processor can have multiple

outstanding requests� Ranade proved that if each processor in the P �processor butter�y sends

at most P�P � messages� and if the destinations of the messages are determined by a su�ciently

powerful random hash function� then the network can deliver all of the messages� along with

responses� in O�P�P � � logP �� time� The log P � term accounts for the latency of the network� and

for the fact that there will be some congestion at memory banks� even if each processor sends only

a single message�

This theorem implies that the emulation is work preserving when P � P � logP �� i�e�� when the

number of processors employed by the PRAM algorithm exceeds the number of processors in the

butter�y by a factor of at least log P �� When translating algorithms from one multiprocessor model

�e�g�� the PRAM model�� which we call the guest model� to another multiprocessor model �e�g�� the

butter�y machine model�� which we call the host model� it is not uncommon to require that the

number of guest processors exceed the number of host processors by a factor proportional to the

latency of the host� Indeed� the latency of the host can often be hidden by giving it a larger guest to

emulate� If the bandwidth of the host is smaller than the bandwidth of a comparably sized guest�

however� it is usually much more di�cult for the host to perform a work�preserving emulation of

the guest�

For more information on PRAM emulations� the reader is referred to 
��� ���

��� Model used in this chapter

Because there are so many work�preserving translations between di�erent parallel models of com�

putation� we have the luxury of choosing the model that we feel most clearly illustrates the basic

ideas behind the algorithms� a work�depth language model� Here we de	ne the model that we use

in this chapter in terms of a set of language constructs and a set of rules for assigning costs to the

constructs� The description here is somewhat informal� but should su�ce for the purpose of this

chapter� The language and costs can be properly formalized using a pro	ling semantics 
����

Most of the syntax that we use should be familiar to readers who have programmed in Algol�

like languages� such as Pascal and C� The constructs for expressing parallelism� however� may

be unfamiliar� We will be using two parallel constructs�a parallel apply�to�each construct and a

parallel�do construct�and a small set of parallel primitives on sequences �one dimensional arrays��

Our language constructs� syntax and cost rules are loosely based on the Nesl language 
����
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The apply�to�each construct is used to apply an expression over a sequence of values in parallel�

It uses a set like notation� For example� the expression

fa � a � a � 
�������� ��g

squares each element of the sequence 
�������� �� returning the sequence 
�� �� �� ���� This can be
read� �in parallel� for each a in the sequence 
�������� ��� square a�� The apply�to�each construct
also provides the ability to subselect elements of a sequence based on a 	lter� For example

fa � a � a � 
�������� �� j a � �g

can be read� �in parallel� for each a in the sequence 
�������� �� such that a is greater than ��
square a�� It returns the sequence 
�� ���� The elements that remain maintain the relative order

from the original sequence�

The parallel�do construct is used to evaluate multiple statements in parallel� It is expressed by

listing the set of statements after the keywords in parallel do� For example� the following fragment

of code calls function� on X and assigns the result to A and in parallel calls function� on Y

and assigns the result to B�

in parallel do

A �� function��X�
B �� function��Y �

The parallel�do completes when all the parallel subcalls complete�

Work and depth are assigned to our language constructs as follows� The work and depth of a

scalar primitive operation is one� For example� the work and depth for evaluating an expression

such as � � � is one� The work for applying a function to every element in a sequence is equal to

the sum of the work for each of the individual applications of the function� For example� the work

for evaluating the expression

fa � a � a � 
���n�g�

which creates an n�element sequence consisting of the squares of � through n� � is n� The depth
for applying a function to every element in a sequence is equal to the maximum of the depths of

the individual applications of the function� Hence� the depth of the previous example is one� The

work for a parallel�do construct is equal to the sum of the work for each of its statements� The

depth is equal to the maximum depth of its statements� In all other cases� the work and depth for

a sequence of operations is the sum of the work and depth for the individual operations�

In addition to the parallelism supplied by apply�to�each� we use four built�in functions on

sequences� distribute� �� �append�� �atten� and � �write�� each of which can be implemented
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in parallel� The function distribute creates a sequence of identical elements� For example� the

expression

distribute��� ��

creates the sequence


�� �� �� �� ���

The �� function appends two sequences� For example 
�� ���
�� �� �� create the sequence 
�� � �� �� ���

The �atten function converts a nested sequence �a sequence for which each element is itself a

sequence� into a �at sequence� For example�

�atten�

�� ��� 
�� ��� 
� ��� 
�� ����

creates the sequence


�� �� �� �� � �� �� ���

The � function is used to write multiple elements into a sequence in parallel� It takes two argu�

ments� The 	rst argument is the sequence to modify and the second is a sequence of integer�value

pairs that specify what to modify� For each pair �i� v� the value v is inserted into position i of the

destination sequence� For example


�� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��� 
������� ��� ��� ��� ���

inserts the ��� � and � into the sequence at locations �� � and �� respectively� returning


�� �� �� ����� �� �� ���

As a the PRAM model� the issue of concurrent writes arises if an index is repeated� Rather than

choosing a single policy for resolving concurrent writes� we will explain the policy used for the

individual algorithms� All of these functions have depth one and work n� where n is the size of the

sequence�s� involved� In the case of �� the work is proportional to the length of the sequence of
integer�value pairs� not the modi	ed sequence� which might be much longer� In the case of ��� the

work is proportional to the length of the second sequence�

We will use a few shorthand notations for specifying sequences� The expression 
����� speci	es
the same sequence as the expression 
����� �� �� Changing the left or right bracket surrounding
a sequence to a parenthesis omits the 	rst or last elements� i�e�� 
����� denotes the sequence

����� ��� The notation A
i��j� denotes the subsequence consisting of elements A
i� through A
j��
Similarly� A
i� j� denotes the subsequence A
i� through A
j � �� We will assume that sequence
indices are zero based� i�e�� A
�� extracts the 	rst element of the sequence A�
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Throughout this chapter our algorithms make use of random numbers� These numbers are

generated using the functions rand bit��� which returns a random bit� and rand int�h�� which returns

a random integer in the range 
�� h� ��

� Parallel algorithmic techniques

As in sequential algorithm design� in parallel algorithm design there are many general techniques

that can be used across a variety of problem areas� Some of these are variants of standard sequential

techniques� while others are new to parallel algorithms� In this section we introduce some of these

techniques� including parallel divide�and�conquer� randomization� and parallel pointer manipula�

tion� We will make use of these techniques in later sections�

��� Divide�and�conquer

A divide�and�conquer algorithm splits the problem to be solved into subproblems that are eas�

ier to solve than the original problem� solves the subproblems� and merges the solutions to the

subproblems to construct a solution to the original problem�

The divide�and�conquer paradigm improves program modularity� and often leads to simple and

e�cient algorithms� It has therefore proven to be a powerful tool for sequential algorithm designers�

Divide�and�conquer plays an even more prominent role in parallel algorithm design� Because the

subproblems created in the 	rst step are typically independent� they can be solved in parallel� Often

the subproblems are solved recursively and thus the next divide step yields even more subproblems

to be solved in parallel� As a consequence� even divide�and�conquer algorithms that were designed

for sequential machines typically have some inherent parallelism� Note however� that in order for

divide�and�conquer to yield a highly parallel algorithm� it is often necessary to parallelize the divide

step and the merge step� It is also common in parallel algorithms to divide the original problem

into as many subproblems as possible� so that they can all be solved in parallel�

As an example of parallel divide�and�conquer� consider the sequential mergesort algorithm�

Mergesort takes a sequence of n keys as input and returns the keys in sorted order� It works

by splitting the keys into two sequences of n�� keys� recursively sorting each sequence� and then

merging the two sorted sequences of n�� keys into a sorted sequence of n keys� To analyze the

sequential running time of mergesort we note that two sorted sequences of n�� keys can be merged

in O�n� time� Hence the running time can be speci	ed by the recurrence

T �n� �

��
� �T �n��� �O�n� n � 

O�� n � 
��
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which has the solution T �n� � O�n logn�� Although not designed as a parallel algorithm� mergesort

has some inherent parallelism since the two recursive calls are independent� thus allowing them to

be made in parallel� The parallel calls can be expressed as�

ALGORITHM� mergesort�A�

 if �jAj � � then return A

� else

� in parallel do

� L �� mergesort�A
���jAj����
� R �� mergesort�A
jAj����jAj��
� return merge�L�R�

Recall that in our work�depth model we can analyze the depth of an in parallel do by taking

the maximum depth of the two calls� and the work by taking the sum of the work of the two calls�

We assume that the merging remains sequential so that the work and depth to merge two sorted

sequences of n�� keys is O�n�� Thus for mergesort the work and depth are given by the recurrences�

W �n� � �W �n��� � O�n� ���

D�n� � max�D�n���� D�n����� O�n� ���

� D�n��� � O�n� ���

As expected� the solution for the work is W �n� � O�n logn�� i�e�� the same as the time for the

sequential algorithm� For the depth� however� the solution is D�n� � O�n�� which is smaller than

the work� Recall that we de	ned the parallelism of an algorithm as the ratio of the work to the

depth� Hence� the parallelism of this algorithm is O�logn� �not very much�� The problem here is

that the merge step remains sequential� and is the bottleneck�

As mentioned earlier� the parallelism in a divide�and�conquer algorithm can often be enhanced

by parallelizing the divide step and�or the merge step� Using a parallel merge 
��� two sorted

sequences of n�� keys can be merged with work O�n� and depth O�log logn�� Using this merge

algorithm� the recurrence for the depth of mergesort becomes

D�n� � D�n��� �O�log log n�� ���

which has solution D�n� � O�logn log logn�� Using a technique called pipelined divide�and�conquer

the depth of mergesort can be further reduced to O�logn� 
���� The idea is to start the merge at

the top level before the recursive calls complete�

Divide�and�conquer has proven to be one of the most powerful techniques for solving problems

in parallel� In this chapter� we will use it to solve problems from computational geometry� sorting�

and performing Fast Fourier Transforms� Other applications range from solving linear systems to

factoring large numbers to performing n�body simulations�
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��� Randomization

Random numbers are used in parallel algorithms to ensure that processors can make local decisions

which� with high probability� add up to good global decisions� Here we consider three uses of

randomness�

Sampling� One use of randomness is to select a representative sample from a set of elements�

Often� a problem can be solved by selecting a sample� solving the problem on that sample� and then

using the solution for the sample to guide the solution for the original set� For example� suppose

we want to sort a collection of integer keys� This can be accomplished by partitioning the keys into

buckets and then sorting within each bucket� For this to work well� the buckets must represent

non�overlapping intervals of integer values� and each bucket must contain approximately the same

number of keys� Random sampling is used to determine the boundaries of the intervals� First each

processor selects a random sample of its keys� Next all of the selected keys are sorted together�

Finally these keys are used as the boundaries� Such random sampling is also used in many parallel

computational geometry� graph� and string matching algorithms�

Symmetry breaking� Another use of randomness is in symmetry breaking� For example� con�

sider the problem of selecting a large independent set of vertices in a graph in parallel� �A set of

vertices is independent if no two are neighbors�� Imagine that each vertex must decide� in parallel

with all other vertices� whether to join the set or not� Hence� if one vertex chooses to join the set�

then all of its neighbors must choose not to join the set� The choice is di�cult to make simultane�

ously by each vertex if the local structure at each vertex is the same� for example if each vertex has

the same number of neighbors� As it turns out� the impasse can be resolved by using randomness

to break the symmetry between the vertices 
����

Load balancing� A third use of randomness is load balancing� One way to quickly partition a

large number of data items into a collection of approximately evenly sized subsets is to randomly

assign each element to a subset� This technique works best when the average size of a subset is at

least logarithmic in the size of the original set�

��� Parallel pointer techniques

Many of the traditional sequential techniques for manipulating lists� trees� and graphs do not

translate easily into parallel techniques� For example� techniques such as traversing the elements

of a linked list� visiting the nodes of a tree in postorder� or performing a depth�	rst traversal of a
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graph appear to be inherently sequential� Fortunately these techniques can often be replaced by

parallel techniques with roughly the same power�

Pointer jumping� One of the oldest parallel pointer techniques is pointer jumping 
���� This

technique can be applied to either lists or trees� In each pointer jumping step� each node in parallel

replaces its pointer with that of its successor �or parent�� For example� one way to label each node

of an n�node list �or tree� with the label of the last node �or root� is to use pointer jumping� After

at most dlog ne steps� every node points to the same node� the end of the list �or root of the tree��
This is described in more detail in Section ����

Euler tour� An Euler tour of a directed graph is a path through the graph in which every edge is

traversed exactly once� In an undirected graph each edge is typically replaced with two oppositely

directed edges� The Euler tour of an undirected tree follows the perimeter of the tree visiting each

edge twice� once on the way down and once on the way up� By keeping a linked structure that

represents the Euler tour of a tree it is possible to compute many functions on the tree� such as the

size of each subtree 
���� This technique uses linear work� and parallel depth that is independent

of the depth of the tree� The Euler tour can often be used to replace a standard traversal of a tree�

such as a depth�	rst traversal�

Graph contraction� Graph contraction is an operation in which a graph is reduced in size

while maintaining some of its original structure� Typically� after performing a graph contraction

operation� the problem is solved recursively on the contracted graph� The solution to the problem

on the contracted graph is then used to form the 	nal solution� For example� one way to partition a

graph into its connected components is to 	rst contract the graph by merging some of the vertices

with neighboring vertices� then 	nd the connected components of the contracted graph� and 	nally

undo the contraction operation� Many problems can be solved by contracting trees 
��� ���� in

which case the technique is called tree contraction� More examples of graph contraction can be

found in Section ��

Ear decomposition� An ear decomposition of a graph is a partition of its edges into an ordered

collection of paths� The 	rst path is a cycle� and the others are called ears� The end�points

of each ear are anchored on previous paths� Once an ear decomposition of a graph is found� it

is not di�cult to determine if two edges lie on a common cycle� This information can be used in

algorithms for determining biconnectivity� triconnectivity� ��connectivity� and planarity 
��� ���� An

ear decomposition can be found in parallel using linear work and logarithmic depth� independent
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of the structure of the graph� Hence� this technique can be used to replace the standard sequential

technique for solving these problems� depth�	rst search�

��� Other techniques

Many other techniques have proven to be useful in the design of parallel algorithms� Finding small

graph separators is useful for partitioning data among processors to reduce communication 
���

Chapter ��� Hashing is useful for load balancing and mapping addresses to memory 
��� ����

Iterative techniques are useful as a replacement for direct methods for solving linear systems 
���

� Basic operations on sequences� lists� and trees

We begin our presentation of parallel algorithms with a collection of algorithms for performing

basic operations on sequences� lists� and trees� These operations will be used as subroutines in the

algorithms that follow in later sections�

��� Sums

As explained near the beginning of this chapter� there is a simple recursive algorithm for computing

the sum of the elements in an array�

ALGORITHM� sum�A�

 if jAj �  then return A
��

� else return sum�fA
�i� �A
�i� � � i � 
���jAj���g�

The work and depth for this algorithm are given by the recurrences

W �n� � W �n��� �O�n� ���

D�n� � D�n��� � O�� ���

which have solutions W �n� � O�n� and D�n� � O�logn�� This algorithm can also be expressed

without recursion �using awhile loop�� but the recursive version forshadows the recursive algorithm

for the scan function�

As written� the algorithm only works on sequences that have lengths equal to powers of ��

Removing this restriction is not di�cult by checking if the sequence is of odd length and separately

adding the last element in if it is� This algorithm can also easily be modi	ed to compute the �sum�

using any other binary associative operator in place of �� For example the use of max would return

the maximum value of in sequence�
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��� Scans

The plus�scan operation �also called all�pre	x�sums� takes a sequence of values and returns a

sequence of equal length for which each element is the sum of all previous elements in the original

sequence� For example� executing a plus�scan on the sequence 
�� �� �� � �� returns 
�� �� �� � ���

An algorithm for performing the scan operation 
�� is shown below�

ALGORITHM� scan�A�

 if jAj �  then return 
��

� else

� S � scan�fA
�i� � A
�i� � � i � 
���jAj���g�
� R � fif �i mod �� � � then S
i��� else S
�i� ���� � A
i� � � i � 
���jAj�g
� return R

The algorithm works by element�wise adding the even indexed elements of A to the odd indexed

elements of A� and then recursively solving the problem on the resulting sequence �Line ��� The

result S of the recursive call gives the plus�scan values for the even positions in the output sequence

R� The value for each of the odd positions in R is simply the value for the preceding even position

in R plus the value of the preceding position from A�

The asymptotic work and depth costs of this algorithm are the same as for the sum operation�

W �n� � O�n� and D�n� � O�logn�� Also� as with the sum operation� any binary associative

operator can be used in place of the �� In fact the algorithm described can be used more generally

to solve various recurrences� such as the 	rst�order linear recurrences xi � �xi���ai�	bi� � � i � n�

where � and 	 are both binary associative operators 
���
Scans have proven so useful in the design of parallel algorithms that some parallel machines

provide support for scan operations in hardware�

��� Multipre�x and fetch�and�add

The multipre�x operation is a generalization of the scan operation in which multiple independent

scans are performed� The input to the multipre	x operation is a sequence A of n pairs �k� a�� where

k speci	es a key and a speci	es an integer data value� For each key value� the multipre	x operation

performs an independent scan� The output is a sequence B of n integers containing the results of

each of the scans such that if A
i� � �k� a� then

B
i� � sum�fb � �t� b� � A
���i� j t � kg��

In other words� each position receives the sum of all previous elements that have the same key� As

an example�

multiprefix�
�� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ����
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returns the sequence


�� �� �� �� �� ���

The fetch�and�add operation is a weaker version of the multipre	x operation� in which the order of

the input elements for each scan is not necessarily the same as the order in the input sequence A�

In this chapter we do not present an algorithm for the multipre	x operation� but it can be solved

by a function that requires work O�n� and depth O�logn� using concurrent writes 
���

��� Pointer jumping

Pointer jumping is a technique that can be applied to both linked lists and trees 
���� The basic

pointer jumping operation is simple� Each node i replaces its pointer P 
i� with the pointer of the

node that it points to� P 
P 
i��� By repeating this operation� it is possible to compute� for each node

in a list or tree� a pointer to the end of the list or root of the tree� Given a sequence P of pointers

that represent a tree �i�e�� pointers from children to parents�� the following code will generate a

pointer from each node to the root of the tree� We assume that the root points to itself�

ALGORITHM� point to root�P �

 for j from  to dlog jP je
� P �� fP 
P 
i�� � i � 
���jP j�g

The idea behind this algorithm is that in each loop iteration the distance spanned by each

pointer� with respect to the original tree� will double� until it points to the root� Since a tree

constructed from n � jP j pointers has depth at most n � � after dlogne iterations each pointer
will point to the root� Because each iteration has constant depth and performs  �n� work� the

algorithm has depth  �logn� and work  �n logn��

Figure � illustrates algorithm point to root applied to a tree consisting of seven nodes� The

tree is shown before the algorithm begins and after one and two iterations of the algorithm� In

each tree� every node is labeled with its index� Beneath each tree the sequence P representing the

tree is shown�

��� List ranking

The problem of computing the distance from each node to the end of a linked list is called list

ranking� Function point to root can be easily modi	ed to compute these distances� as shown

below�
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Figure �� The e�ect of two iterations of algorithm point to root�
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ALGORITHM� list rank�P �

 V � fif P 
i� � i then � else  � i � 
���jP j�g
� for j from  to dlog jP je
� V �� fV 
i� � V 
P 
i�� � i � 
���jP j�g
� P �� fP 
P 
i�� � i � 
���jP j�g
� return V

In this function� V 
i� can be thought of as the distance spanned by pointer P 
i� with respect to

the original list� Line  initializes V by setting V 
i� to � if i is the last node �i�e�� points to itself��

and  otherwise� In each iteration� Line � calculates the new length of P 
i�� The function has depth

 �logn� and work  �n logn��

It is worth noting that there are simple sequential algorithms that perform the same tasks

as both functions point to root and list rank using only O�n� work� For example� the list

ranking problem can be solved by making two passes through the list� The goal of the 	rst pass

is simply to count the number of elements in the list� The elements can then be numbered with

their positions from the end of the list in a second pass� Thus� neither function point to root

nor list rank are work�e�cient� since both require  �n logn� work in the worst case� There are�

however� several work�e�cient parallel solutions to both of these problems�

The following parallel algorithm uses the technique of random sampling to construct a pointer

from each node to the end of a list of n nodes in a work�e�cient fashion 
���� The algorithm is

easily generalized to solve the list�ranking problem�

� Pick m list nodes at random and call them the start nodes�

�� From each start node u� follow the list until reaching the next start node v� Call the list

nodes between u and v the sublist of u�

�� Form a shorter list consisting only of the start nodes and the 	nal node on the list by making

each start node point to the next start node on in the list�

�� Using pointer jumping on the shorter list� for each start node create a pointer to the last node

in the list�

�� For each start node u� distribute the pointer to the end of the list to all of the nodes in the

sublist of u�

The key to analyzing the work and depth of this algorithm is to bound the length of the longest

sublist� Using elementary probability theory� it is not di�cult to prove that the expected length of
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the longest sublist is at most O��n logm��m�� The work and depth for each step of the algorithm

are thus computed as follows�

� W �n�m� � O�m� and D�n�m� � O��

�� W �n�m� � O�n� and D�n�m� � O��n logm��m�

�� W �n�m� � O�m� and D�n�m� � O��

�� W �n�m� � O�m logm� and D�n�m� � O�logm�

�� W �n�m� � O�n� and D�n�m� � O��n logm��m�

Thus� the work for the entire algorithm isW �m�n� � O�n�m logm�� and the depth isO��n logm��m��

If we set m � n� logn� these reduce to W �n� � O�n� and D�n� � O�log� n��

Using a technique called contraction� it is possible to design a list ranking algorithm that runs

in O�n� work and O�logn� depth 
�� ��� This technique can also be applied to trees 
��� ����

��� Removing duplicates

This section presents two algorithms for removing the duplicate items that appear in a sequence�

Thus� the input to each algorithm is a sequence� and the output is a new sequence containing

exactly one copy of every item that appears in the input sequence� It is assumed that the order

of the items in the output sequence does not matter� Such an algorithm is useful when a sequence

is used to represent an unordered set of items� Two sets can be merged� for example� by 	rst

appending their corresponding sequences� and then removing the duplicate items�

��	�� Approach � � Using an array of 
ags

If the items are all non�negative integers drawn from a small range� we can use a technique similar

to bucket sort to remove the duplicates� We begin by creating an array equal in size to the range�

and initializing all of its elements to �� Next� using concurrent writes we set a �ag in the array for

each number that appears in the input list� Finally� we extract those numbers with �ags that have

been set� This algorithm is expressed as follows�

ALGORITHM� rem duplicates�V �

 range ��  � max�V �

� flags �� distribute���range�� f�i� � � i � V g
� return fj � j � 
���range� j flags
j� � g
This algorithm has depth O�� and performs work O�jV j�max�V ��� Its obvious disadvantage

is that it explodes when given a large range of numbers� both in memory and in work�
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Figure �� Each key attempts to write its index into a hash table entry�

��	�� Approach � � Hashing

A more general approach is to use a hash table� The algorithm has the following outline� The

algorithm 	rst creates a hash table that contains a prime number of entries� where the prime is

approximately twice as large as the number of items in the set V � A prime size is best� because it

makes designing a good hash function easier� The size must also be large enough that the chance

of collisions in the hash table are not too great� Let m denote the size of the hash table� Next� the

algorithm computes a hash value hash�V 
j�� m� for each item V 
j� � V � and attempts to write the

index j into the hash table entry hash�V 
j�� m�� For example� Figure � describes a particular hash

function applied to the sequence 
��� ��� �� �� ��� ��� ��� We assume that if multiple values are

simultaneously written into the same memory location� one of the values will be correctly written

�the arbitrary concurrent write model�� An index j is called a winner if the value V 
j� is successfully

written into the hash table� In our example� the winners are V 
��� V 
�� V 
��� and V 
��� i�e�� ��� ���

�� and �� The winners are added to the duplicate�free sequence that is being constructed� and

then set aside� Among the losers� we must distinguish between two types of items� those that were

defeated by an item with the same value� and those that were defeated by an item with a di�erent

value� In our example� V 
�� and V 
�� ��� and �� were defeated by items with the same value�

and V 
�� ���� was defeated by an item with a di�erent value� Items of the 	rst type are set aside

because they are duplicates� Items of the second type are retained� and the algorithm repeats the

entire process on them using a di�erent hash function� In general� it may take several iterations

before all of the items have been set aside� and in each iteration the algorithm must use a di�erent

hash function�

The code for removing duplicates using hashing is shown below�

��



ALGORITHM� remove duplicates�V �

 m �� next prime�� � jV j�
� table �� distribute��� m�
� i �� �

� result �� fg
� while jV j � �
� table �� table � f�hash�V 
j�� m� i�� j� � j � 
���jV j�g
� winners �� fV 
j� � j � 
���jV j� j table
hash�V 
j�� m� i�� � jg
� result �� result �� winners

� table �� table � f�hash�k�m� i�� k� � k � winnersg
� V �� fk � V j table
hash�k�m� i�� 
� kg
 i �� i� 

� return result

The 	rst four lines of function remove duplicates initialize several variables� Line  	nds

	rst prime number larger than � � jV j using the built�in function next prime� Line � creates the

hash table� and initializes its entries with an arbitrary value ���� Line � initializes i� a variable
that simply counts iterations of the while loop� Line � initializes the sequence result to be empty�

Ultimately� result will contain a single copy of each distinct item from the sequence V �

The bulk of the work in function remove duplicates is performed by the while loop� While

there are items remaining to be processed� the code performs the following steps� In Line ��

each item V 
j� attempts to write its index j into the table entry given by the hash function

hash�V 
j�� m� i�� Note that the hash function takes the iteration i as an argument� so that a

di�erent hash function is used in each iteration� Concurrent writes are used so that if several

items attempt to write to the same entry� precisely one will win� Line � determines which items

successfully wrote indices in Line �� and stores the values of these items in an array called winners�

The winners are added to the result in Line �� The purpose of Lines � and � is to remove all

of the items that are either winners or duplicates of winners� These lines reuse the hash table� In

Line �� each winner writes its value� rather than its index� into the hash table� In this step there

are no concurrent writes� Finally� in Line �� an item is retained only if it is not a winner� and the

item that defeated it has a di�erent value�

It is not di�cult to prove that� provided that the hash values hash�V 
j�� m� i� are random and

su�ciently independent� both between iterations and within an iteration� each iteration reduces

the number of items remaining by some constant fraction until the number of items remaining is

small� As a consequence� D�n� � O�logn� and W �n� � O�n��

��



� Graphs

Graph problems are often di�cult to parallelize since many standard sequential graph techniques�

such as depth�	rst or priority�	rst search� do not parallelize well� For some problems� such as

minimum�spanning tree and biconnected components� new techniques have been developed to gen�

erate e�cient parallel algorithms� For other problems� such as single�source shortest paths� there

are no known e�cient parallel algorithms� at least not for the general case�

We have already outlined some of the parallel graph techniques in Section �� In this section we

describe algorithms for breadth�	rst�search� connected components and minimum�spanning�trees�

These algorithms use some of the general techniques� In particular� randomization and graph

contraction will play an important role in the algorithms� In this chapter we will limit ourselves to

algorithms on sparse undirected graphs� We suggest the following sources for further information

on parallel graph algorithms 
��� Chapters ����� 
��� Chapter ��� 
��� Chapter ���

��� Graphs and graph representations

A graph G � �V�E� consists of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E in which each edge connects

two vertices� In a directed graph each edge is directed from one vertex to another� while in an

undirected graph each edge is symmetric� i�e�� goes in both directions� A weighted graph is a graph

in which each edge e � E has a weight w�e� associated with it� In this chapter we will use the

convention that n � jV j and m � jEj� Qualitatively� a graph is considered sparse if m is much less

than n� and dense otherwise� The diameter of a graph� denoted D�G�� is the maximum� over all

pairs of vertices �u� v�� of the minimum number of edges that must be traversed to get from u to v�

There are three standard representations of graphs used in sequential algorithms� edge lists�

adjacency lists� and adjacency matrices� An edge list consists of a list of edges� each of which is a

pair of vertices� The list directly represents the set E� An adjacency list is an array of lists� Each

array element corresponds to one vertex and contains a linked list of pointers to the neighboring

vertices� i�e�� the linked list for a vertex v contains pointers to the vertices fuj�v� u� � Eg�� An
adjacency matrix is an n�n array A such that Aij is  if �i� j� � E and � otherwise� The adjacency

matrix representation is typically used only when the graph is dense since it requires  �n�� space�

as opposed to  �m� space for the other two representations� Each of these representations can be

used to represent either directed or undirected graphs�

For parallel algorithms we use similar representations for graphs� The main change we make is

to replace the linked lists with arrays� In particular the edge�list is represented as an array of edges

and the adjacency�list is represented as an array of arrays� Using arrays instead of lists makes it
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Figure �� Representations of an undirected graph� �a� A graph G with � vertices and � edges�

�b� An edge�list representation of G� �c� The adjacency�list representation of G� Values between

square brackets are elements of an array� and values between parentheses are elements of a pair�

easier to process the graph in parallel� In particular� they make it easy to grab a set of elements

in parallel� rather than having to follow a list� Figure � shows an example of our representations

for an undirected graph� Note that for the edge�list representation of the undirected graph each

edge appears twice� once in each direction �this property is important for some of the algorithms

described in this chapter��� To represent a directed graph we simply only store the edge once in

the desired direction� In the text we will refer to the left element of an edge pair as the source

vertex and the right element as the destination vertex�

In designing algorithms� it is sometimes more e�cient to use an edge list and sometimes more

e�cient to use an adjacency list� It is therefore important to be able to convert between the two

representations� To convert from an adjacency list to an edge list �representation c to representation

b in Figure �� is straightforward� The following code will do it with linear work and constant depth

�atten�ff�j� i� � j � G
i�g � i � 
���jGjg�

where G is the graph in the adjacency list representation� For each vertex i this code pairs up each

of i�s neighbors with i� The �atten is used since the nested apply�to�each will return a sequence of

sequences which needs to be �attened into a single sequence�

To convert from an edge list to an adjacency list is somewhat more involved� but still requires

only linear work� The basic idea is to sort the edges based on the source vertex� This places

edges from a particular vertex in consecutive positions in the resulting array� This array can then

be partitioned into blocks based on the source vertices� It turns out that since the sorting is on

integers in the range 
���jV j�� a radix sort can be used �see Section ����� which requires linear work�
The depth of the radix sort depends on the depth of the multipre	x operation �see Section ����

�If space is of serious concern� the algorithms can be easily modi�ed to work with edges stored in just one direction�

�
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Figure �� Example of Parallel Breadth First Search� �a� A graph G� �b� The frontier at each step

of the BFS of G with s � �� �c� A BFS tree�

��� Breadth �rst search

The 	rst algorithm we consider is parallel breadth 	rst search �BFS�� BFS can be used to solve

problems such as determining if a graph is connected or generating a spanning tree of a graph�

Parallel BFS is similar to the sequential version� which starts with a source vertex s and visits

levels of the graph one after the other using a queue to keep track of vertices that have not yet

been visited� The main di�erence is that each level is going to be visited in parallel and no queue

is required� As with the sequential algorithm each vertex will only be visited once and each edge at

most twice� once in each direction� The work is therefore linear in the size of the graph� O�n�m��

For a graph with diameter D� the number of levels visited by the algorithm will be at least D��

and at most D� depending on where the search is initiated� We will show that each level can be

visited in constant depth� assuming a concurrent�write model� so that the total depth of parallel

BFS is O�D��

The main idea of parallel BFS is to maintain a set of frontier vertices� which represent the

current level being visited� and to produce a new frontier on each step� The set of frontier vertices

is initialized with the singleton s �the source vertex�� A new frontier is generated by collecting all

the neighbors of the current frontier vertices in parallel and removing any that have already been

visited� This is not su�cient on its own� however� since multiple vertices might collect the same

unvisited vertex� For example� consider the graph in Figure �� On step � vertices � and � will both

collect vertex �� The vertex will therefore appear twice in the new frontier� If the duplicate vertices

are not removed the algorithm can generate an exponential number of vertices in the frontier� This

problem does not occur in the sequential BFS because vertices are visited one at a time� The

��



parallel version therefore requires an extra step to remove duplicates�

The following function performs a parallel BFS� It takes as input a source vertex s and a graph

G represented as an adjacency�array� and returns as its result a breadth�	rst�search tree of G� In

a BFS tree each vertex visited at level i points to one of its neighbors visited at level i �  �see
Figure ��c��� The source s is the root of the tree�

ALGORITHM� BFS�s� G�

 front �� 
s�

� tree �� distribute��� jGj�
� tree
s� �� s

� while �jfrontj 
� ��
� E �� �atten�ff�u� v� � u � G
v�g � v � frontg�
� E� �� f�u� v� � E j tree
u� � �g
� tree �� tree� E�

� front �� fu � �u� v� � E� j v � tree
u�g
� return tree

In this code front contains the set of frontier vertices� and tree contains the current BFS tree�

represented as an array of indices �pointers�� The pointers �indices� in tree are all initialized to

�� except for the source s which is initialized to point to itself� Each vertex in tree is set to point
to its parent in the BFS tree when it is visited� The algorithm assumes the arbitrary concurrent

write model�

We now consider each iteration of the algorithm� The iterations terminate when there are no

more vertices in the frontier �Line ��� The new frontier is generated by 	rst collecting into an edge�

array the set of edges from current frontier vertices to the neighbors of these vertices �Line ��� An

edge from v to u is kept as the pair �u� v� �this is backwards from the standard edge representation

and is used below to write from v to u�� Next� the algorithm subselects the edges that lead to

unvisited vertices �Line ��� Now for each remaining edge �u� v� the algorithm writes the source

index v into into the destination vertex u �Line ��� In the case that more than one edge has the

same destination� one of the source indices will be written arbitrarily�this is the only place that

the algorithm uses a concurrent write� These indices become the parent pointers for the BFS tree�

and are also used to remove duplicates for the next frontier set� In particular� the algorithm checks

whether each edge succeeded in writing its source by reading back from the destination� If an edge

reads the value it wrote� its destination is included in the new frontier �Line ��� Since only one edge

that points to a given destination vertex will read back the same value� no duplicates will appear

in the new frontier�

The algorithm requires only constant depth per iteration of the while loop� Since each vertex

��



and its associated edges are visited only once� the total work is O�m�n�� An interesting aspect of

this parallel BFS is that it can generate BFS trees that cannot be generated by a sequential BFS�

even allowing for any order of visiting neighbors in sequential BFS� We leave the generation of an

example as an exercise� We note� however� that if the algorithm used a priority concurrent write

�see Section ��� on Line �� then it would generate the same tree as a sequential BFS�

��� Connected components

We now consider the problem of labeling the connected components of an undirected graph� The

problem is to label all the vertices in a graph G such that two vertices u and v have the same label

if and only if there is a path between the two vertices� Sequentially the connected components of

a graph can easily be labeled using either depth�	rst or breadth�	rst search� We have seen how to

perform a breadth�	rst search� but the technique requires a depth proportional to the diameter of

a graph� This is 	ne for graphs with small diameter� but does not work well in the general case�

Unfortunately� in terms of work� even the most e�cient polylogarithmic depth parallel algorithms

for depth�	rst search and breadth�	rst search are very ine�cient� Hence� the e�cient algorithms

for solving the connected components problem use di�erent techniques�

The two algorithms we consider are based on graph contraction� Graph contraction works

by contracting the vertices of a connected subgraph into a single vertex� The techniques we use

allow the algorithms to make many such contractions in parallel across the graph� The algorithms

therefore proceed in a sequence of steps� each of which contracts a set of subgraphs� and forms a

smaller graph in which each subgraph has been converted into a vertex� If each such step of the

algorithm contracts the size of the graph by a constant fraction� then each component will contract

down to a single vertex in O�logn� steps� By running the contraction in reverse� the algorithms can

label all the vertices in the components� The two algorithms we consider di�er in how they select

subgraphs for contraction� The 	rst uses randomization and the second is deterministic� Neither

algorithm is work e�cient because they require O��n �m� logn� work for worst�case graphs� but

we brie�y discuss how they can be made work e�cient in Section ������ Both algorithms require

the concurrent write model�

����� Random mate graph contraction

The random mate technique for graph contraction is based on forming a set of star subgraphs and

contracting the stars� A star is a tree of depth one�it consists of a root and an arbitrary number

of children� The random mate algorithm 	nds a set of non�overlapping stars in a graph� and then
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Figure �� Example of one step of random mate graph contraction� �a� The original graph G� �b� G

after selecting the parents randomly� �c� The stars formed after each child is assigned a neighboring

parent as its root �each star is shaded�� �d� The graph after contracting each star and relabeling

the edges to point to the roots� Children with no neighboring parent remain in the graph�

contracts each star into a single vertex by merging each child into its parent� The technique used

to form the stars is based on randomization� For each vertex the algorithm �ips a coin to decide if

that vertex is a parent or a child� We assume the coin is unbiased so that every vertex has a ��!

probability of being a parent� Now for each child vertex the algorithm selects a neighboring parent

vertex and makes that parent the child�s root� If the child has no neighboring parent� it has no

root and will be called an orphan� The parents are now the roots of a set of stars� each with zero

or more children� The children are either orphans or belong to one of these stars� The algorithm

now contracts the stars� When contracting� the algorithm updates any edge that points to a child

of a star to point to the root� Figure � illustrates a full contraction step� This contraction step is

repeated until all components are of size �

To analyze the number of contraction steps required to complete we need to know how many

vertices the algorithm removes on each contraction step� First we note that a contraction step is

��



only going to remove children� and only if they have a neighboring parent� The probability that

a vertex will be removed is therefore the probability that a vertex is a child multiplied by the

probability that at least one of its neighbors is a parent� The probability that it is a child is ��

and the probability that at least one neighbor is a parent is at least �� �every vertex that is not

fully contracted has one or more neighbors�� The algorithm is therefore expected to remove at least

�� of the remaining vertices at each step� and since this is a constant fraction� it is expected to

complete in O�logn� steps� The full probabilistic analysis is somewhat involved since it is possible

to have a streak of bad �ips� but it is not too hard to show that the algorithm is very unlikely to

require more than O�logn� contraction steps�

The following algorithm uses random mate contraction for labeling the connected components

of a graph� The algorithm works by contracting until each component is a single vertex and then

re�expanding so that it can label all vertices in that component with the same label� The input to

the algorithm is a graph G in the edge�list representation �note that this is a di�erent representation

than used in BFS�� along with the labels of the vertices� The labels of the vertices are initialized to

be unique indices in the range ����jV j � �� The output of the algorithm is a label for each vertex

such that two vertices will have the same label if and only if they belong to the same component�

In fact� the label of each vertex will be the original label of one of the vertices in the component�

ALGORITHM� cc random mate�labels� E�

 if �jEj � �� then return labels

� else

� child �� frand bit�� � v � 
��n�g
� hooks �� f�u� v� � E j child
u� and �child
v�g
� labels �� labels� hooks

� E� �� f�labels
u�� labels
v�� � �u� v� � E j labels
u� 
� labels
v�g
� labels� �� cc random mate�labels� E��

� labels� �� labels� � f�u� labels�
v�� � �u� v� � hooksg
� return labels�

The algorithm works recursively by �a� executing one random�mate contraction step �b� recursively

applying itself to the contracted graph� and �c� re�expanding the graph by passing the labels from

each root of a contracted star �from step a� to its children� The graph is therefore contracted while

going down the recursion and re�expanded while coming back up� The termination condition is

when there are no remaining edges �Line �� To form stars for the contraction step the algorithm

�ips a coin for each vertex �Line �� and subselects all edges hooks that go from a child to a parent

�Line ��� We call these edges hook edges and they represent a superset of the star edges �each child

can have multiple hook edges� but only one parent in a star�� For each hook edge the algorithm
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writes the parent�s label into the child�s label �Line ��� If a child has multiple neighboring parents�

then one of the parent�s labels is written arbitrarily�we assume an arbitrary concurrent write� At

this point each child is labeled with one of its neighboring parents� if it has one� The algorithm

now updates each edge by reading the labels from its two endpoints and using these as its new

endpoints �Line ��� In the same step� the algorithm removes any edges that are within the same

star� This gives a new sequence of edges E�� The algorithm has now completed the contraction step�

and calls itself recursively on the contracted graph �Line ��� On returning from the recursive call�

the labels� that are returned are passed on to the children of the stars� e�ectively re�expanding

the graph by one step �Line ��� The same hooks as were used for contraction can be used for this

update�

Two things should be noted about this algorithm� First� the algorithm �ips coins on all of the

vertices on each step even though many have already been contracted �there are no more edges

that point to them�� It turns out that this will not a�ect our worst�case asymptotic work or depth

bounds� but it is not di�cult to �ip coins only on active vertices by keeping track of them�just

keep an array of the labels of the active vertices� Second� if there are cycles in the graph� then

the algorithm will create redundant edges in the contracted subgraphs� Again� keeping these edges

is not a problem for the correctness or cost bounds� but they could be removed using hashing as

discussed in Section ����

To analyze the full work and depth of the algorithm we note that each step only requires constant

depth and O�n�m� work� Since the number of steps is O�logn� with high probability� as mentioned

earlier� the total depth is O�logn� and the work is O��n �m� logn�� both with high probability�

One might expect that the work would be linear since the algorithm reduces the number of vertices

on each step by a constant fraction� We have no guarantee� however� that the number of edges is

also going to contract geometrically� and in fact for certain graphs they will not� In Section �����

we discuss how to improve the algorithm so that it is work�e�cient�

����� Deterministic graph contraction

Our second algorithm for graph contraction is deterministic 
��� It is based on forming a set of

disjoint subgraphs� each of which is a tree� and then using the point to root routine �Section ����

to contract each subgraph to a single vertex� To generate the trees� the algorithm hooks each vertex

into a neighbor with a smaller label �by hooking a into b we mean making b the parent of a�� Vertices

with no smaller�labeled neighbors are left unhooked� The result of the hooking is a set of disjoint

trees�hooking only from larger to smaller guarantees there are no cycles� Figure � shows an

example of a set of trees created by hooking� Since a vertex can have more than one neighbor with
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Figure �� Tree�based graph contraction� �a� A graph G� �b� The hook edges induced by hooking

larger to smaller vertices and the subgraphs induced by the trees�

a smaller label� a given graph can have many di�erent hookings� For example� in Figure � vertex

� could have hooked into vertex  instead of vertex ��

The following algorithm uses this tree�based graph contraction for labeling the connected com�

ponents of a graph� It uses the same input format as the random�mate contraction algorithm�

ALGORITHM� cc tree contract�labels� E�

 if �jEj � ��
� then return labels

� else

� hooks �� f�u� v� � E j u � vg
� labels �� labels� hooks

� labels �� point to root�labels�

� E� �� f�labels
u�� labels
v�� � �u� v� � E j labels
u� 
� labels
v�g
� return cc tree contract�labels� E��

The structure of the algorithm is similar to the random�mate graph contraction algorithm� The

main di�erences are how the hooks are selected �Line ��� the pointer jumping step to contract

the trees �Line ��� and the fact that no relabeling is required when returning from the recursive

call� The hooking step simply selects edges that point from larger numbered vertices to smaller

numbered vertices� This is called a conditional hook� The pointer jumping step uses the algorithm

in Section ���� This labels every vertex in the tree with the root of the tree� The edge relabeling is

the same as in the random�mate algorithm� The reason the contraction algorithm does not need to

relabel the vertices after the recursive call is that the pointer jumping step will do the relabeling�

Although the basic algorithm we have described so far works well in practice� in the worst case

it can take n� steps� Consider the graph in Figure �a�� After hooking and contracting only one
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Figure � A worst case graph� �a� A star graph G with the maximum index at the root of the

star� �b� G after one step of contraction� �c� G after two steps of contraction�

vertex has been removed� This could be repeated up to n�  times� This worst case behavior can
be avoided by trying to hook in both directions �from larger to smaller and from smaller to larger�

and picking the hooking that hooks more vertices� We will make use of the following lemma�

Lemma ��� Let G � �V�E� be an undirected graph in which each vertex has at least one neighbor�

then either jfu j �u� v� � E� u � vgj � jV j�� or jfu j �u� v� � E� u � vgj � jV j���

Proof� Every vertex must either have a neighbor with a lesser index or a neighbor with a greater

index� This means that if we consider the set of vertices with a lesser neighbor and the set of vertices

with a greater neighbor� then one of those sets must consist of at least one half the vertices�

This lemma will guarantee that if we try hooking in both directions and pick the better one we

will remove at least �� of the vertices on each step� so that the number of steps is bounded by

dlog� ne�
We now consider the total cost of the algorithm� The hooking and relabeling of edges on each

step takes O�m� work and constant depth� The tree contraction using pointer jumping on each

step requires O�n logn� work and O�logn� depth� in the worst case� Since there are O�logn� steps�

in the worst case� the total work is O��m�n logn� logn� and depth O�log� n�� However� if we keep

track of the active vertices �the roots�� and only pointer jump on active vertices then the work is

reduced to O��m�n� logn� since the number of vertices decreases geometrically in each step� This

requires that the algorithm expands the graph on the way back up the recursion as done for the

random�mate algorithm� The total work with this modi	cation is the same work as the randomized

technique� although the depth has increased�
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����� Improved versions of connected components

There are many improvements to the two basic connected component algorithms we described�

Here we mention some of them�

The deterministic algorithm can be improved to run in O�logn� depth with the same work

bounds 
�� ���� The basic idea is to interleave the hooking steps with the pointer�jumping steps�

By a pointer�jumping step we mean a single step of point to root� This means that each tree

is only partially contracted when executing the next hooking step� and to avoid creating cycles the

algorithm must always hook in the same direction �i�e�� from smaller to larger�� The technique of

alternating hooking directions �used to deal with graphs such as the one in Figure � therefore

cannot be used� Instead each vertex checks if it belongs to any tree after hooking� If it does not

then it can hook to any neighbor� even if it has a larger index� This is called an unconditional hook�

The randomized algorithm can be improved to run in optimal work� O�n�m� 
���� The basic

idea is to not use all of the edges for hooking on each step� and instead use a sample of the edges�

This technique� 	rst applied to parallel algorithms� has since been used to improve some sequential

algorithms� such as deriving the 	rst linear�work algorithm for 	nding a minimum spanning tree 
����

Another improvement is to use the EREW model instead of requiring concurrent reads and

writes 
���� However this comes at the cost of greatly complicating the algorithm� The basic idea

is to keep circular linked lists of the neighbors of each vertex� and then to splice these lists when

merging vertices�

����� Extensions to spanning trees and minimum spanning trees

The connected component algorithms can be extended to 	nding a spanning tree of a graph or

minimum spanning tree of a weighted graph� In both cases we assume the graphs are undirected�

A spanning tree of a connected graph G � �V�E� is a connected graph T � �V�E�� such that

E� � E and jE�j � jV j�� Because of the bound on the number of edges� the graph T cannot have
any cycles and therefore forms a tree� Any given graph can have many di�erent spanning trees�

It is not hard to extend the connectivity algorithms to return the spanning tree� In particular�

whenever components are hooked together the algorithm can keep track of which edges were used

for hooking� Since each edge will hook together two components that are not connected yet� and

only one edge will succeed in hooking the components� the collection of these edges across all steps

will form a spanning tree �they will connect all vertices and have no cycles�� To determine which

edges were used for contraction� each edge checks if it successfully hooked after the attempted hook�

A minimum spanning tree of a connected weighted graph G � �V�E� with weights w�e� for
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Figure �� Example of the random�mate minimum�spanning�tree algorithm� �a� The original

weighted graph G� �b� Each child �light� hooks across its minimum weighted edge to a parent

�dark�� if the edge is incident on a parent� �c� The graph after one step of contraction� �d� The

second step in which children hook across minimum weighted edges to parents�

e � E is a spanning tree T � �V�E�� of G such that

w�T � �
X
e�E�

w�e� ���

is minimized� The connected component algorithms can also be extended to 	nd a minimum

spanning tree� Here we will brie�y consider an extension of the random�mate technique� Let us

assume� without loss of generality� that all of the edge weights are distinct� If this is not the case�

then lexicographical information can be added to the edges weights to break ties� It is well known

that if the edge weights are distinct� then there is a unique minimum spanning tree� Furthermore�

given any W  V � the minimum weight edge from W to V �W must be in the minimum spanning

tree� As a consequence� the minimum edge incident on a vertex will be in some minimum spanning

tree� This will be true even after we contract subgraphs into vertices� since each subgraph is a

subset of V �

�



For the minimum�spanning�tree algorithm� we modify the random mate technique so that each

child u instead of picking an arbitrary parent to hook into� 	nds the incident edge �u� v� with

minimum weight and hooks into v if it is a parent� If v is not a parent� then the child u does

nothing �it is left as an orphan�� Figure � illustrates the algorithm� As with the spanning�tree

algorithm� we keep track of the hook edges and add them to a set E�� This new rule will still

remove �� of the vertices on each step on average since a vertex has �� probability of being

a child� and there is �� probability that the vertex at the other end of the minimum edge is a

parent� The one complication in this minimum spanning�tree algorithm is 	nding for each child

the incident edge with minimum weight� Since we are keeping an edge list� this is not trivial to

compute� If the algorithm used an adjacency list� then it would be easy� but since the algorithm

needs to update the endpoints of the edges� it is not easy to maintain the adjacency list� One

way to solve this problem is to use a priority concurrent write� In such a write� if multiple values

are written to the same location� the one coming from the leftmost position will be written� With

such a scheme the minimum edge can be found by presorting the edges by weight so the lowest

weighted edge will always win when executing a concurrent write� Assuming a priority write� this

minimum�spanning�tree algorithm has the same work and depth as the random�mate connected

components algorithm�

There is also a linear�work logarithmic�depth randomized algorithm for 	nding a minimum�

spanning tree 
���� but it is somewhat more complicated than the linear�work algorithms for 	nding

connected components�

� Sorting

Sorting is a problem that admits a variety of parallel solutions� In this section we limit our discussion

to two parallel sorting algorithms� QuickSort and radix sort� Both of these algorithms are easy

to program� and both work well in practice� Many more sorting algorithms can be found in the

literature� The interested reader is referred to 
�� ��� ��� for more complete coverage�

��� QuickSort

We begin our discussion of sorting with a parallel version of QuickSort� This algorithm is one of

the simplest to code�

��



ALGORITHM� quicksort�A�

 if jAj �  then return A

� i �� rand int�jAj�
� p �� A
i�

� in parallel do

� L �� quicksort�fa � a � A j a � pg�
� E �� fa � a � A j a � pg
� G �� quicksort�fa � a � A j a � pg�
� return L �� E �� G

We can make an optimistic estimate of the work and depth of this algorithm by assuming that

each time a partition element p is selected� it divides the set A so that neither L nor G has more

than half of the elements� In this case� the work and depth are given by the recurrences

W �n� � �W �n��� � O�n� ���

D�n� � D�n��� �  ���

which have solutions W �n� � O�n logn� and D�n� � O�logn�� A more sophisticated analysis 
���

shows that the expected work and depth are indeed W �n� � O�n logn� and D�n� � O�logn��

independent of the values in the input sequence A�

In practice� the performance of parallel QuickSort can be improved by selecting more than

one partition element� In particular� on a machine with P processors� choosing P �  partition
elements divides the keys into P sets� each of which can be sorted by a di�erent processor using

a fast sequential sorting algorithm� Since the algorithm does not 	nish until the last processor

	nishes� it is important to assign approximately the same number of keys to each processor� Simply

choosing p �  partition elements at random is unlikely to yield a good partition� The partition

can be improved� however� by choosing a larger number� sp� of candidate partition elements at

random� sorting the candidates �perhaps using some other sorting algorithm�� and then choosing

the candidates with ranks s� �s� � � � � �p� �s to be the partition elements� The ratio s of candidates
to partition elements is called the oversampling ratio� As s increases� the quality of the partition

increases� but so does the time to sort the sp candidates� Hence there is an optimum value of

s� typically larger than one� that minimizes the total time� The sorting algorithm that selects

partition elements in this fashion is called sample sort 
��� ��� ����

��� Radix sort

Our next sorting algorithm is radix sort� an algorithm that performs well in practice� Unlike

QuickSort� radix sort is not a comparison sort� meaning that it does not compare keys directly in
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order to determine the relative ordering of keys� Instead� it relies on the representation of keys as

b�bit integers�

The basic radix sort algorithm �whether serial or parallel� examines the keys to be sorted one

�digit� position at a time� starting with the least signi	cant digit in each key� Of fundamental

importance is that this intermediate sort on digits be stable� the output ordering must preserve the

input order of any two keys with identical digit values in the position being examined�

The most common implementation of the intermediate sort is as a counting sort� A counting sort

	rst counts to determine the rank of each key�its position in the output order�and then permutes

the keys by moving each key to the location indicated by its rank� The following algorithm performs

radix sort assuming one�bit digits�

ALGORITHM� radix sort�A� b�

 for i from � to b� 
� flags �� f�a �� i� mod � � a � Ag
� notflags �� f� b � b � flagsg
� R� �� scan�notflags�

� s� �� sum�notflags�

� R� �� scan�flags�

� R �� fif flags
j� � � then R�
j� else R�
j� � s� � j � 
���jAj�g
� A �� A� f�R
j�� A
j�� � j � 
���jAj�g
� return A

For keys with b bits� the algorithm consists of b sequential iteration of a for loop� each iterations

sorting according to one of the bits� Lines � and � compute the value and inverse value of the bit

in the current position for each key� The notation a �� i denotes the operation of shifting a to

the right by i bit positions� Line � computes the rank of each key that has bit value �� Computing

the ranks of the keys with bit value  is a little more complicated� since these keys follow the keys

with bit value �� Line � computes the number of keys with bit value �� which serves as the rank of

the 	rst key that has bit value � Line � computes the relative order of the keys with bit value �

Line � merges the ranks of the even keys with those of the odd keys� Finally� Line � permutes the

keys according to rank�

The work and depth of radix sort are computed as follows� There are b iterations of the for

loop� In each iteration� the depths of Lines �� �� �� �� and � are constant� and the depths of Lines ��

�� and � are O�logn�� Hence the depth of the algorithm is O�b logn�� The work performed by each

of Lines � through � is O�n�� Hence� the work of the algorithm is O�bn��

The radix sort algorithm can be generalized so that each b�bit key is viewed as b�r blocks of r bits

each� rather than as b individual bits� In the generalized algorithm� there are b�r iterations of the
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for loop� each of which invokes the scan function �r times� When r is large� a multipre	x operation

can be used for generating the ranks instead of executing a scan for each possible value 
���� In

this case� and assuming the multipre	x operation runs in linear work� it is not hard to show that

as long as b � O�logn�� the total work for the radix sort is O�n�� and the depth is the same order

as the depth of the multipre	x operation�

Floating�point numbers can also be sorted using radix sort� With a few simple bit manipulations�

�oating point keys can be converted to integer keys with the same ordering and key size� For

example� IEEE double�precision �oating�point numbers can be sorted by 	rst inverting the mantissa

and exponent bits if the sign bit is � and then inverting the sign bit� The keys are then sorted as

if they were integers�

� Computational geometry

Problems in computational geometry involve calculating properties of sets of objects in a k�

dimensional space� Some standard problems include 	nding the minimum distance between any

two points in a set of points �closest�pair�� 	nding the smallest convex region that encloses a set

of points �convex�hull�� and 	nding line or polygon intersections� E�cient parallel algorithms have

been developed for most standard problems in computational geometry� Many of the sequential

algorithms are based on divide�and�conquer and lead in a relatively straightforward manner to

e�cient parallel algorithms� Some others are based on a technique called plane sweeping� which

does not parallelize well� but for which an analogous parallel technique� the plane sweep tree has

been developed 
� ��� In this section we describe parallel algorithms for two problems in two

dimensions�closest pair and convex hull� For convex hull we describe two algorithms� These al�

gorithms are good examples of how sequential algorithms can be parallelized in a straightforward

manner�

We suggest the following sources for further information on parallel algorithms for computational

geometry 
��� 
���� 
��� Chapter ��� and 
��� Chapters � and ��

��� Closest pair

The closest�pair problem takes a set of points in k dimensions and returns the two points that are

closest to each other� The distance is usually de	ned as Euclidean distance� Here we describe a

closest pair algorithm for two dimensional space� also called the planar closest�pair problem� The

algorithm is a parallel version of a standard sequential algorithm 
�� ��� and for n points� it

requires the same work as the sequential versions� O�n logn�� and has depth O�log� n�� The work
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is optimal�

The algorithm uses divide�and�conquer based on splitting the points along lines parallel to the

y axis� and is expressed as follows�

ALGORITHM� closest pair�P �

 if �jP j � �� then return �P���
� xm �� median�fx � �x� y� � Pg�
� L �� f�x� y� � P j x � xmg
� R �� f�x� y� � P j x � xmg
� in parallel do

� �L�� �L� �� closest pair�L�

� �R�� �R� �� closest pair�R�

� P � �� merge by y�L�� R��

� �P �� boundary merge�P �� �L� �R� xm�

� return �P �� �P �

This function takes a set of points P in the plane and returns both the original points sorted

along the y axis� and the distance between the closest two points� The sorted points are needed to

help merge the results from recursive calls� and can be thrown away at the end� It would not be

di�cult to modify the routine to return the closest pair of points in addition to the distance between

them� The function works by dividing the points in half based on the median x value� recursively

solving the problem on each half and then merging the results� The merge by y function merges

L� and R� along the y axis and can use a standard parallel merge routine� The interesting aspect

of the code is the boundary merge routine� which works on the principle described by Bentley

and Shamos 
�� ��� and can be computed with O�logn� depth and O�n� work� We 	rst review

the principle and then show how it can be performed in parallel�

The inputs to boundary merge are the original points P sorted along the y axis� the closest

distance within L and R� and the median point xm� The closest distance in P must be either the

distance �L� the distance �R� or a distance between a point in L and a point in R� For this distance

to be less than �L or �R� the two points must lie within � � min��L� �R� of the line x � xm� Thus�

the two vertical lines at xl � xm � � and xr � xm � � de	ne the borders of a region M in which

the points must lie �see Figure ��� If we could 	nd the closest distance in M � call it �M � then the

closest overall distance would be �P � min��L� �R� �M��

To 	nd �M we take advantage of the fact that not many points can be packed close together

within M since all points within L or R must be separated by at least �� Figure � shows the

tightest possible packing of points in a �� � � rectangle within M � This packing implies that if

the points in M are sorted along the y axis� each point can determine the minimum distance to
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Figure �� Merging two rectangles to determine the closest pair� Only � points can 	t in the ��� �

dashed rectangle�

another point in M by looking at a 	xed number of neighbors in the sorted order� at most � in each

direction� To see this consider one of the points along the top of the ���� rectangle� To determine
if there are any points below it that are closer than � we need only to consider the points within the

rectangle �points below the rectangle must be further than � away�� As the 	gure illustrates� there

can be at most � other points within the rectangle� Given this property� the following function

performs the border merge�

ALGORITHM� boundary merge�P� �L� �R� xm�

 � �� min��L� �R�

� M �� f�x� y� � P j �x � xm � �� and �x � xm � ��g
� �M �� min�fmin�fdistance�M 
i��M 
i� j�� � j � 
����g�
� � i � 
���jP j � ��g
� returnmin��� �M�

For each point in M this function considers the seven points following it in the sorted order and

determines the distance to each of these points� It then takes the minimum over all distances� Since

the distance relationship is symmetric� there is no need to consider points appearing before a point

in the sorted order�

The work of boundary merge is O�n� and the depth is dominated by the taking the minimum�

which has O�logn� depth�� The work of the merge and median steps in closest pair are also

O�n�� and the depth of both are bounded by O�logn�� The total work and depth of the algorithm

�The depth of �nding the minimum or maximum of a set of numbers can actually be improved to O�log log n�

with concurrent reads �����
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can therefore be expressed by the recurrences

W �n� � �W �n��� �O�n� ��

D�n� � D�n��� �O�logn� ���

which have solutions W �n� � O�n logn� and D�n� � O�log� n��

��� Planar convex hull

The convex hull problem takes a set of points in k dimensions and returns the smallest convex

region that contains all the points� In two dimensions the problem is called the planar convex hull

problem and it returns the set of points that form the corners of the region� These points are a

subset of the original points� We will describe two parallel algorithms for the planar convex hull

problem� They are both based on divide�and�conquer� but one does most of the work before the

divide step� and the other does most of the work after�

	���� QuickHull

The parallel QuickHull algorithm is based on the sequential version 
��� so named because of its

similarity to the QuickSort algorithm� As with QuickSort� the strategy is to pick a �pivot� element�

split the data based on the pivot� and recurse on each of the split sets� Also as with QuickSort� the

pivot element is not guaranteed to split the data into equal�sized sets� and in the worst case the

algorithm requires O�n�� work� In practice� however� the algorithm is often very e�cient� probably

the most practical of the convex hull algorithms� At the end of the section we brie�y describe how

the splits can be made so that the work is guaranteed to be bounded by O�n logn��

The QuickHull algorithm is based on the recursive function subhull which is expressed as

follows�

ALGORITHM� subhull�P� p�� p��

 P � �� fp � P j left of��p� �p�� p���g
� if �jP �j � ��
� then return 
p�� �� P �

� else

� i �� max index�fdistance�p� �p�� p��� � p � P �g�
� pm �� P �
i�

� in parallel do

� Hl �� subhull�P �� p�� pm�

� Hr �� subhull�P �� pm� p��

� return Hl �� Hr
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Figure �� An example of the QuickHull algorithm�

This function takes a set of points P in the plane and two points p� and p� that are known to lie

on the convex hull� and returns all the points that lie on the hull clockwise from p� to p�� inclusive

of p�� but not of p�� For example in Figure � subhull�
A�B�C� ���� P �� A�P � would return the

sequence 
A�B� J� O��

The function subhull works as follows� Line  removes all the elements that cannot be on the

hull because they lie to the right of the line from p� to p�� Determining which side of a line a point

lies on can easily be calculated with a few arithmetic operations� If the remaining set P � is either

empty or has just one element� the algorithm is done� Otherwise the algorithm 	nds the point pm

farthest from the line �p�� p��� The point pm must be on the hull since as a line at in	nity parallel

to �p�� p�� moves toward �p�� p��� it must 	rst hit pm� In Line � the function max index returns

the index of the maximum value of a sequence� which is then used to extract the point pm� Once

pm is found� subhull is called twice recursively to 	nd the hulls from p� to pm� and from pm to

p�� When the recursive calls return� the results are appended�

The following function uses subhull to 	nd the full convex hull�

ALGORITHM� quickhull�P �

 X �� fx � �x� y� � Pg
� xmin �� P 
min index�X��

� xmax �� P 
max index�X��

� return subhull�P� xmin� xmax� �� subhull�P� xmax� xmin�

We now consider the cost of the parallel QuickHull� and in particular the subhull routine�
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which does all the work� The call to max index uses O�n� work and O�logn� depth� Hence� the

cost of everything other than the recursive calls is O�n� work and O�logn� depth� If the recursive

calls are balanced so that neither recursive call gets much more than half of the data then the

number of levels of recursion will be O�logn�� This will lead to the algorithm running in O�log� n�

depth� Since the sum of the sizes of the recursive calls can be less than n �e�g�� the points within

the triangle AJP will be thrown out when making the recursive calls to 	nd the hulls between A

and J and between J and P �� the work can be as little as O�n�� and often is in practice� As with

QuickSort� however� when the recursive calls are badly partitioned the number of levels of recursion

can be as bad as O�n� with work O�n��� For example� consider the case when all the points lie

on a circle and have the following unlikely distribution� xmin and xmax appear on opposite sides

of the circle� There is one point that appears half way between xmin and xmax on the sphere and

this point becomes the new xmax � The remaining points are de	ned recursively� That is� the points

become arbitrarily close to xmin �see Figure ���

Figure �� Contrived set of points for worst case QuickHull�

Kirkpatrick and Seidel 
��� have shown that it is possible to modify QuickHull so that it makes

provably good partitions� Although the technique is shown for a sequential algorithm� it is easy to

parallelize� A simpli	cation of the technique is given by Chan et al� 
���� Their algorithm admits

even more parallelism and leads to an O�log� n��depth algorithm with O�n logh� work where h is

the number of points on the convex hull�

	���� MergeHull

The MergeHull algorithm 
��� is another divide�and�conquer algorithm for solving the planar convex

hull problem� Unlike QuickHull� however� it does most of its work after returning from the recursive

calls� The function is expressed as follows�
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Figure �� Merging two convex hulls�

ALGORITHM� MergeHull�P �

 if �jP j � �� then return P

� else

� in parallel do

� HL �MergeHull�P 
���jP j����
� HR �MergeHull�P 
jP j����jP j��
� return join hulls�HL� HR�

This function assumes the input P is presorted according to the x coordinates of the points�

Since the points are presorted� HL is a convex hull on the left and HR is a convex hull on the right�

The join hulls routine is the interesting part of the algorithm� It takes the two hulls and merges

them into one� To do this it needs to 	nd lower and upper points l� and u� on HL and l� and u�

on HR such that l�� l� and u�� u� are successive points on H �see Figure ��� The lines b� and

b� joining these upper and lower points are called the upper and lower bridges� respectively� All

the points between l� and u� and between u� and l� on the �outer� sides of HL and HR are on

the 	nal convex hull� while the points on the �inner� sides are not on the convex hull� Without

loss of generality we only consider how to 	nd the upper bridge b�� Finding the lower bridge b� is

analogous�

To 	nd the upper bridge one might consider taking the points with the maximum y values on

HL and HR� This approach does not work in general� however� since u� can lie as far down as the

point with the minimum x or maximum x value �see Figure ��� Instead there is a nice solution due

to Overmars 
��� based on a dual binary search� Assume that the points on the convex hulls are

given in order �e�g�� clockwise�� At each step the binary search algorithm will eliminate half of the

remaining points from consideration in either HL or HR or both� After at most log jHLj� log jHRj
steps the search will be left with only one point in each hull� and these will be the desired points

u� and u�� Figure � illustrates the rules for eliminating part of HL or HR on each step�
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Figure �� A bridge that is far from the top of the convex hull�

We now consider the cost of the algorithm� Each step of the binary search requires only constant

work and depth since we need only to consider the two middle points M� and M�� which can be

found in constant time if the hull is kept sorted� The cost of the full binary search to 	nd the

upper bridge is therefore bounded by D�n� � W �n� � O�logn�� Once we have found the upper

and lower bridges we need to remove the points on HL and HR that are not on H and append the

remaining convex hull points� This requires linear work and constant depth� The overall costs of

MergeHull are therefore�

D�n� � D�n��� �O�logn� � O�log� n� ���

W �n� � �W �n��� �O�n� � O�n logn�� ���

This algorithm can be improved to run in O�logn� depth using one of two techniques� The

	rst involves modifying the search for the bridge points so that it runs in constant depth with

linear work 
��� This involves sampling every
p
nth point on each hull and comparing all pairs

of these two samples to narrow the search down to regions of size
p
n in constant depth� The

regions can then be 	nished in constant depth by comparing all pairs between the two regions�

The second technique 
� � uses divide�and�conquer to separate the point set into
p
n regions�

solves the convex hull on each region recursively and then merges all pairs of these regions using the

binary search method� Since there are
p
n regions and each of the searches takes O�logn� work� the

total work for merging is O��
p
n�� logn� � O�n logn� and the depth is O�logn�� This leads to an

overall algorithm that runs in O�n logn� work and O�logn� depth� The algorithms above require

concurrent reads �CREW�� The same bounds can be achieved with exclusive reads �EREW� 
����
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� Numerical algorithms

There has been an immense amount of work on parallel algorithms for numerical problems� Here

we brie�y discuss some of the problems and results� We suggest the following sources for further

information on parallel numerical algorithms 
��� Chapters ����� 
��� Chapter ��� 
��� Chapters

�� � and � and 
���

	�� Matrix operations

Matrix operations form the core of many numerical algorithms and led to some of the earliest work

on parallel algorithms� The most basic matrix operation is matrix multiplication� The standard

triply nested loop for multiplying two dense matrices is highly parallel since each of the loops can

be parallelized�

ALGORITHM� matrix multiply�A�B�

 �l�m� �� dimensions�A�

� �m�n� �� dimensions�B�

� in parallel for i � 
���l� do
� in parallel for j � 
���n� do
� Rij �� sum�fAik �Bkj � k � 
���m�g�
� return R

If l � m � n� this routine does O�n�� work and has depth O�logn�� due to the depth of the

summation� This has much more parallelism than is typically needed� and most of the research

on parallel matrix multiplication has concentrated on what subset of the parallelism to use so that

communication costs can be minimized� Sequentially it is known that matrix multiplication can

be performed using less than O�n�� work� Strassen�s algorithm 
���� for example� requires only

O�n����� work� Most of these more e�cient algorithms are also easy to parallelize because they are

recursive in nature �Strassen�s algorithm has O�logn� depth using a simple parallelization��

Another basic matrix operation is to invert matrices� Inverting dense matrices has proven to be

more di�cult to parallelize than multiplying dense matrices� but the problem still supplies plenty

of parallelism for most practical purposes� When using Gauss�Jordan elimination� two of the three

nested loops can be parallelized� leading to an algorithm that runs with O�n�� work and O�n� depth�

A recursive block�based method using matrix multiplication leads to the same depth� although the

work can be reduced by using a more e�cient matrix multiplication algorithm� There are also more

sophisticated� but less practical� work�e�cient algorithms with depth O�log� n� 
��� ����

Parallel algorithms for many other matrix operations have been studied� and there has also

been signi	cant work on algorithms for various special forms of matrices� such as tridiagonal�

��



triangular� and sparse matrices� Iterative methods for solving sparse linear systems has been an

area of signi	cant activity�

	�� Fourier transform

Another problem for which there is a long history of parallel algorithms is the Discrete Fourier

Transform �DFT�� The Fast Fourier Transform �FFT� algorithm for solving the DFT is quite

easy to parallelize and� as with matrix multiply� much of the research has gone into reducing

communication costs� In fact the butter�y network topology is sometimes called the FFT network

since the FFT has the same communication pattern as the network 
��� Section ����� A parallel

FFT over complex numbers can be expressed as follows

ALGORITHM� FFT�A�

 n �� jAj
� if �n � � then return A

� else

� in parallel do

� even �� FFT�fA
�i� � i � 
���n���g�
� odd �� FFT�fA
�i� � � i � 
���n���g�
� return feven
j� � odd
j�e��ij�n � j � 
���n���g��feven
j�� odd
j�e��ij�n � j � 
���n���g
It simply calls itself recursively on the odd and even elements and then puts the results together�

This algorithm does O�n logn� work� as does the sequential version� and has a depth of O�logn��

� Research issues and summary

Recent work on parallel algorithms has focused on solving problems from domains such as pattern

matching� data structures� sorting� computational geometry� combinatorial optimization� linear

algebra� and linear and integer programming� For pointers to this work� see Section ��

Algorithms have also been designed speci	cally for the types of parallel computers that are avail�

able today� Particular attention has been paid to machines with limited communication bandwidth�

For example� there is a growing library of software developed for the BSP model 
��� ��� ����

The parallel computer industry has been through a period of 	nancial turbulence� with several

manufacturers failing or discontinuing sales of parallel machines� In the past few years� however� a

large number of inexpensive small�scale parallel machines have been sold� These machines typically

consist of � to � commodity processors connected by a bus to a shared�memory system� As these

machines reach the limit in size imposed by the bus architecture� manufacturers have reintroduced

parallel machines based on the hypercube network topology �e�g�� 
�����

��



	 De
ning terms

CRCW� A shared memory model that allows for concurrent reads �CR� and concurrent writes

�CW� to the memory�

CREW� This refers to a shared memory model that allows for Concurrent reads �CR� but only

exclusive writes �EW� to the memory�

Depth� The longest chain of sequential dependences in a computation�

EREW A shared memory model that allows for only exclusive reads �ER� and exclusive writes

�EW� to the memory�

Graph Contraction� Contracting a graph by removing a subset of the vertices�

List Contraction� Contracting a list by removing a subset of the nodes�

Multipre�x� A generalization of the scan �pre	x sums� operation in which the partial sums are

grouped by keys�

Multiprocessor Model� A model of parallel computation based on a set of communicating se�

quential processors�

Pipelined DivideandConquer� A divide�and�conquer paradigm in which partial results from

recursive calls can be used before the calls complete� The technique is often useful for reducing

the depth of an algorithm�

Pointer Jumping� In a linked structure replacing a pointer with the pointer it points to� Used

for various algorithms on lists and trees�

PRAM model� A multiprocessor model in which all processors can access a shared memory for

reading or writing with uniform cost�

Pre�x Sums� A parallel operation in which each element in an array or linked�list receives the

sum of all the previous elements�

Random Sampling� Using a randomly selected sample of the data to help solve a problem on

the whole data�

Recursive Doubling� The same as pointer jumping�

��



Scan� A parallel operation in which each element in an array receives the sum of all the previous

elements�

Shortcutting� Same as pointer jumping�

Tree Contraction� Contracting a tree by removing a subset of the nodes�

Symmetry Breaking� A technique to break the symmetry in a structure such as a graph which

can locally look the same to all the vertices� Usually implemented with randomization�

Work� The total number of operations taken by a computation�

WorkDepth Model� A model of parallel computation in which one keeps track of the total work

and depth of a computation without worrying about how it maps onto a machine�

WorkE�cient� A parallel algorithm is work�e�cient if asymptotically �as the problem size grows�

it requires at most a constant factor more work than the best know sequential algorithm �or

the optimal work��

WorkPreserving� A translation of an algorithm from one model to another is work�preserving

if the work is the same in both models� to within a constant factor�
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�� Further information

In a chapter of this length� it is not possible to provide comprehensive coverage of the subject

of parallel algorithms� Fortunately� there are several excellent textbooks and surveys on parallel

algorithms including 
�� �� �� �� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

There are many technical conferences devoted to the subjects of parallel computing and com�

puter algorithms� so keeping abreast of the latest research developments is challenging� Some of

the best work in parallel algorithms can be found in conferences such as the ACM Symposium on

Parallel Algorithms and Architectures� the IEEE International Parallel Processing Symposium� the

IEEE Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing� the International Conference on Parallel

Processing� the International Symposium on Parallel Architectures� Algorithms� and Networks� the

ACM Symposium on the Theory of Computing� the IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Com�

puter Science� the ACM�SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms� and the ACM Symposium on

Computational Geometry�

In addition to parallel algorithms� this chapter has also touched on several related subjects�

including the modeling of parallel computations� parallel computer architecture� and parallel pro�

gramming languages� More information on these subjects can be found in 
��� ���� 
�� ���� and


�� ���� respectively� Other topics likely to interest the reader of this chapter include distributed

algorithms 
��� and VLSI layout theory and computation 
��� ����
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Figure �� Cases used in the binary search for 	nding the upper bridge for the MergeHull� The

points M andM� mark the middle of the remaining hulls� In case �a�� all of HL and HR lie below

the line through M and M�� In this case� the line segment between M and M� is the bridge� In

the remaining cases� dotted lines represent the parts of the hulls HL and HR that can be eliminated

from consideration� In cases �b� and �c�� all of HR lies below the line through M and M�� and

either the left half of HL or the right half of HL lies below the line� In cases �d� through �f�� neither

HL nor HR lies entirely below the line� In the case �e�� the region to eliminate depends on which

side of a line separating HL and HR the intersection of the tangents appears� The mirror images

of cases �b� through �e� are also used� Case �f� is actually an instance of case �d� and its mirror

image�
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